The undersigned

born in                        on                        
resident at                        CAP                        

via                        no.                        

- aware of the penalties provided for by the Criminal Code, and by special laws against anyone who makes false statements, as referred to in art. 76, D.P.R. 28 Decembers 2000, n. 445 and successive modifications and integrations;
- aware also of the possibility to decay from the consequent benefits to possible procedures deriving from the untrue declaration, as per art. 75, D.P.R. 28 Decembers 2000, no. 445 and successive modifications and integrations;

HEREBY
DECLARERS

To possess the following qualifications:

Specialized degree/Master’s degree ......................................................
Bachelor’s degree (old system) ..............................................................
University ...........................................................
Awarded on date ................. in the academic year .........................

Ph.D. in ..............................................................
Doctorate cycle ..............................................................
University/Research Body ..............................................................
Awarded on date ................. in the academic year .........................
Start date ..................... end date ......................... duration (in months) ........
Months on a scholarship ..............................................................

Other:
1) .............................................................. awarded at ................................................ il ........
2) .............................................................. obtained at ........................................ on ........

________________________________________
PERSONAL DATA PROCESSING
Pursuant to art. 13 of EU Regulation 679/2016, we inform you that the personal data collected through this declaration are acquired exclusively for the purposes for which they are collected. They will be processed on hardcopy and computerized methods, in full compliance with EU Regulation 2016/679 and in particular the principles of art. 5;
The Data Controller is the University of Siena, legally represented by the Rector.
The detailed information is published in the University portal section Privacy https://www.unisi.it/ateneo/adempimenti/privacy

Siena ___________________________ The Declarant ___________________________

---

1 This declaration is exempt from stamp duty (art. 37 paragraph 1 of Presidential Decree 445/2000).